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ABSTRACT 

Network anomaly detection is a vibrant research area. Researchers have to come nearer this 

problem using various methods. Earliest work in traffic analysis has revealed that modem 

network produces traffic stream that are self similar over several time scales from 

microseconds to minutes. Anomaly detection focuses at getting the existence of anomalous 

patterns in network traffic. Automatic detection of such patterns can give network 

administrators with an additional source of information to analyze network behavior or 

finding the root cause of network faults. Network always undergoes from the traffic anomaly 

such as router rate change, device restart or the worm attack. The early detection of unusual 

anomaly in the network is a main factor to fast recover and avoidance of future serious 

problem to offer a stable network transmission. This paper discusses a statistical approach to 

analysis the distribution of network traffic to recognize the normal network traffic behavior. 

The EM algorism is discussed to approximate the distribution parameter of Gaussian mixture 

distribution model. Another time series analysis method is studied.  

This paper also discusses a method to recognize anomalies in network traffic, based on a 

nonrestricted α-stable first-order model and statistical hypothesis testing.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Early Network anomaly detection has become serious to service provider in their pledge to 

sustain a given Service level agreement. Hence, there has been much interest in studying 

adaptive event detection Schemes with application to communication networks.  

The network has been extensively used in every area. Different applications, new protocols 

and new type of networks have made the network changes greatly every day. Also there are 

more and more kinds of viruses and network attacks in the nowadays network. The statistical 

approach would be a better solution than the signature based approach to satisfy the needs. 

However, traffic of unusual kinds of protocol has different kind of statistical distribution. 

Paper discusses the Gaussian Mixture Model to estimate the combined statistical model. The 

Gaussian Mixture Model can be a model with less residual in the  network distribution of 

combined traffic of unusual type. The paper uses the EM algorism to approximate the value 

of different Gaussian distribution.  

Anomaly identification focuses at finding the presence of anomalous patterns in network 

traffic. Automatic identification of such patterns can give network administrators with an 

additional source of information to detect network behavior or getting the basic cause of 

network faults. Research appeals in anomaly recognition typically pursue a four-stage 

method, in which the first three stages define the recognition approach, while the last stage is 

dedicated to authenticate the method. So, in the first stage, traffic data are collected from the 

network (data acquisition). Second, data are analyzed to take out its most relevant features 

(data analysis). Third, traffic is classified as normal1 or abnormal (inference); and fourth, the 

whole method is validated with various types of traffic anomalies (validation). Following the 

aforesaid four-stage method, it can be mention that data acquisition is typically carried out by 

electing one or more routers from time to time, so that traffic data are collected and stored for 

subsequent analysis in the second stage. Some researchers sample data at the packet level,  

gathering information from headers, latencies, etc., while others favor to use aggregated 

traffic as the source of information. Sampling data at the packet level supplies more 

information, but at the cost of a higher computational load and dedicated hardware must be  

utilized. Aggregated traffic, at the other end, provides less information from which to choose 

for the presence or absence of anomalies, but is a simpler method and does not require any 

special hardware.  

In the data analysis stage, various techniques can be applied to take out interesting features 

from current traffic. Some of them include wavelets, statistics-based measurements, and 
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statistical models. Out of these techniques, the use of statistical models as a means to take out 

important features for data analysis has been found to be very interesting, since they permit 

for a robust analysis even with small sample sizes. Moreover, with a traffic model, its set of 

parameters can be used as extracted traffic features, since any traffic sample is determined by 

the model parameters. 

Nevertheless, anomaly detection is still often based (at least partially) on classical models, 

such as Gamma distributions. The fact that these models do not account for high variability 

may have a negative impact on capturing traffic features and, as a consequence, on 

recognizing anomalies. Several methods have been used in the inference stage as well. 

Classification methods based on neural networks, statistical tests, informa tion theory, to 

quote a few, can be found in anomaly detection literature. There appears to be a common 

point in all of them, though. The inference stage takes its decisions on the existence of a 

reference traffic window, which permits the classification way to assess whether the current 

traffic window is normal or abnormal. How the reference window is selected not only has an 

impact on the final normal versus abnormal classification rate, but it also decides the exact 

definition of a traffic anomaly. Some approaches assume that an anomaly is an abrupt change 

in some of the features extracted from traffic, so the reference window is simply the previous-

to-current traffic window. In the validation stage, researchers give quality measures  about the 

recognition capability of their technique according to a decided criterion, which is typically 

the detection rate in terms of false positives and false negatives (i.e., the fraction of normal 

traffic patterns incorrectly classified as anomalous and the fraction of anomalous traffic 

patterns incorrectly classified as normal, respectively), although some others favor other 

quality measures. This paper discusses an anomaly recognition approach based on α-stable 

distributions which does not require network administrators decide reference traffic windows 

and it is capable to detect flood and flash-crowd anomalies regardless of the presence or 

absence of unexpected changes in network traffic.  

II.  RELATED WORKS 

In recent years, a huge amount of work has been done in the network anomaly detection. 

Machine learning approaches have been widely used on detecting network anomalies recently 

such as the n nearest-neighbor methods [1], also the Neural Network [2], support vector 

machines [3]. Some other techniques like the genetic computation [4], Bayesian networks [5], 

outlier detection [6], Y-means clustering algorithm [7], Probability Statistics [8-10] have 

been adapted in the anomaly detection and analysis work. However the machining learning 
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method cannot be proven secure [11]. Also most of these approaches should analysis huge 

amount of source data. These techniques also have difficulty in deciding the scope of 

parameter standard, the lack of flexibility and high rate of false alarm, etc. Other methods are 

bases on the network anomaly signature [12]. Different applications, new protocols and new 

type of networks have made the network changes greatly every day. Also with the expansion 

of wireless network and ADHOC network, the signature based approach cannot be a good 

solution for the network anomaly [13]. The statistical analysis assumes to be a best approach. 

A lot of statistical technique has been adapted in the network traffic analysis and anomaly 

detection. Because the network traffic of different protocol has dissimilar characteristic and 

distinctive statistical distribution. So the approach to model the combined traffic with one 

distribution process will not work well except for special application. Some research has 

proved the network traffic has the pattern of self-similar. A lot of work has been carried out 

to analysis the network traffic with self similar process.  

III.  STATISTICAL APPROACH 

As the network traffic of different protocol has different feature and distinctive statistical 

distribution. The distribution of the source data is discussed and observed that the residual of 

the statistic result is not normal. The statistical data with Gaussian distribution should be with 

the normal residual. 

1.  Gaussian Mixture Model 

Analyzing the source data, the network traffic cannot be described as a Gaussian distribution. 

The distribution of a Gaussian should be like the shape of ellipse and its residual should be 

normal. The Gaussian mixture model probability density function is a weighted average of 

several Gaussian distribution. Here it is taken the Gaussian mixture model with three single 

Gaussian distribution as an example.  

p(x) = α1 g(x; μ1, θ1) + α2 g(x; μ2, θ2) + α3 g(x; μ3, θ3) 

The parameter list (α1, α2, α3) must satisfy the following condition:  

α1 +α2 +α3 = 1 

The single Gaussian mixture distribution can be represented as: 

g(x; μ, σ2) = (2π)−d/2 σ−d exp[−((x − μ)T (x − μ))/2 σ2 ] 

The more Gaussian models, the more precise the Gaussian mixture model will be. In the 

approach discussed here it finds the amount of Gaussian distribution will influence the time 

cost and performance of approach. 
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2.  EM Algorithm 

EM is an iterative method for estimating the value of some unidentified quantity, given the 

values of some correlated, identified quantity. The method is to first consider that the quantity 

is represented as a value in some parameterized probability distribution. The EM procedure is 

studied below: 

Initialize the distribution parameters Repeat until convergence: 

E-Step: approximate the Expected value of the unknown variables, given the current 

parameter estimate 

Q(h`|h) = E[ln p(Y |h`)|h, X] 

M-Step: re-estimate the distribution parameters to maximize the similarity of the data, given 

the expected estimates of the unknown variables 

h ← arg maxQ(h`|h) 

At here, the EM algorism is used to estimate the mean value of different Gaussian 

distribution which overlap with each other to form the Gaussian mixture distribution.  

3.  Time Slice Window 

The method of the mixture of Gaussian model is considered to match the network traffic 

distribution. Then the EM algorism is used to estimate the mean value of each Gaussian 

distribution. Considering the data of time series, the data should be partitioned with time slot. 

It is called the ”window”. The size of the windows should be decided. From the input data the 

network traffic illustrate the circular fluctuation of date and night. So the time slot window 

should be the integral times of the 24 hours. In input data 1440 is the circular length. The 

calculation time delay can be adjusted. The time cost changes greatly with the time delay. 

Here consider the value is 100. 

The calculation window consequence should be: 

windown : tn → tn +1440 

windown+1 : tn +100 → tn +100 + 1440 

4.  Iterative Algorism 

Through the application of EM, the mean value of these Gaussian distribution.can be 

obtained. 

Step 1: 

Calculate the E[zij] for each hidden variablezij. Assume the current  h =< μ1, μ2 · · · μj >. 
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E[zij] = p(x = xi |μ = μj)/(Σ2
n=1 p(x = xi |μ = μn)) 

Step 2: 

The maximum similarity approach is considered to calculate the h` =< μ`, μ`, · · · μ` >, the 

E[zij] is taken as an estimation of zij. then replace the h =< μ1, μ2 · · · μj > with         h` =< μ`, 

μ`, · · · μ` >.  

μj ← (Σm i=1 E[zij ] xi) / (Σm i=1 E[zij ]) 

To repeat these two steps, estimated mean value μj of distribution j can be easily achieved 

IV. DISCUSSION ON TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 

1.  The Up and Low Bound Method 

After calculating the mean value μj , all of them are added into one and check whether the 

value varies greatly. If so it is considered that there may be some traffic anomaly in the 

network traffic. 

zup(t) = x(t)` + k * r(t) 

zdown(t) = x(t)` − k * r(t) 

x(t)` is the mean value of mean value μj in the latest m 

samples; 

x(t)` = (x(t) + x(t − 1) + x(t − 2) + · · · + x(t − m + 1)) / m 

r(t) is the standard deviation of mean value μj sum in the latest m samples; 

Ai = (x(t − i) − x(t)`)2 

k is a weighting factor of fluctuation.  

The zup(t) represents the upper limit of mean value μj sum according to its tendency. 

The zdown(t) represents the down limit of mean value μj sum according to its tendency. 

If the value crosses the line a alert will be submitted. The k would be a configurable 

parameter which associated with the fluctuation range of the normal network traffic behavior. 

2.  The K and D Indicators Approach 

The index denotes the relationship between highest value, lowest value of recent days and the  

value of the last day. This index can reflect the sudden increase or decrease of the network 

traffic. 

The calculation approach is listed below: 

k(n) = 100 *[(C(n) − L5)/(H5 − L5)] 

D(n) = 100 * (H3/L3) 
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In the formulation the C(n) is the value of time stamp n; L5 is the lowest value in the most 

recent 5 times. H5 is the highest value in the most recent 5 times. H3 is the sum of (C-L5) in 

three times. L3 is the sum of (H5 - L5) in three data points. 

The K line is more susceptible to the change of the new coming data than the D line. So if the 

K line passes through the D line, a fluctuation of network traffic is specified. So an alarm will 

be triggered. At other end, the next cross would be the signal of normal which means the 

anomaly has passed away. 

V.  NETWORK TRAFFIC MODELS 

Conventionally, network traffic has been modeled as a Poisson process. Indeed, the Poisson 

model has been successfully used in telephone networks for many years, and so it was 

inherited when telecommunication networks became digital and started to send information 

as data packets. Also, this model has a simple mathematical expression [35], and has only one 

parameter, λ, which is in turn very intuitive (the mean traffic in packets per time unit).  

Several authors have proposed network traffic behavior and presented other models that 

overcome the limitations which are inherent to Poisson processes, the most notable ones 

probably being that the Poisson model has a fixed relationship between mean and variance 

values (both are equal to λ ), and that it does not account for high variability or long-range 

dependence. Some proposed models are usually based on the assumption that network traffic 

is self-similar in nature, as originally stated in [36].  

At this point, it should be clear that any model for instantaneous traffic marginals must be 

flexible enough to adapt to some properties observed in traffic, namely: 

1. Let C(t) be the amount of traffic accumulated at time t. Then, C(t) <=C(t+1) and C(t+1)-

C(t)<=M, where M is the network maximum transmission rate. 

2. The fact that at time t there is a certain amount of traffic C(t) does not imply in any way 

that at time t +1 the amount of traffic lies anywhere near C(t). This is equivalent to say 

network traffic exhibits the high variability property. 

The latter property is also identified as the “Noah effect” or the infinite variance syndrome 

[24]. 

At the other side, the first aforementioned property states the clear fact that network traffic 

has compact support between 0 and the M. Compact support creates symmetric distributions 

(Gaussian distributions are symmetric) inappropriate. Accordingly, if traffic data concentrate 

near the maximum transmission rate, a symmetric model would allow traffic increments to be 
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larger than physically possible, again, with a non-negligible probability. This also influences 

the Gamma distribution.  

1.  α-Stable Model 

α-stable distributions can be considered as a superset of Gaussian functions and originate as 

the solution to the Central Limit Theorem when second order moments do not present [17], 

that is, when data can suddenly vary by large amounts as time passes by. This fits nicely to 

the high variability property seen in network traffic. Moreover, α-stable distributions have an 

asymmetry parameter which allows their PDF to change from totally left-asymmetric to 

totally right-asymmetric, while genuine Gaussian distributions are  always symmetric. This 

factor makes α-stable distributions naturally adaptable to the first traffic property (compact 

support) even when average traffic is virtually 0 or very near the maximum theoretical 

network throughput. In addition, α-stable distributions give an explanation to the restriction 

imposed in [36] about the requirement to aggregate many traffic traces for them to converge 

to a Gaussian distribution. According to the Generalized Central Limit Theorem [27], which 

includes the infinite variance case, the sum of n α-stable distributions is another α-stable 

distribution, although not necessarily Gaussian.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS  

This paper has presented idea about the statistical anomaly identification of network traffic. 

Here paper studied a statistical approach to analysis the distribution of network traffic to 

recognize the normal network traffic behavior. The EM algorism is discussed to approximate 

the distribution parameter of Gaussian mixture distribution model. Another time series 

analysis method is studied.  

This paper also discussed a method to recognize anomalies in network tra ffic, based on a 

nonrestricted α-stable model and statistical hypothesis testing.  
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